IN-CLASS ACTIVITY OR HOMEWORK
SHARE A SLIDE PRESENTATION.

“WHAT DOES YOUR FUTURE LOOK LIKE?”
Teachers:
Create a Google Slide presentation for your students called “What
does your future look like?”
Create one blank slide for each student. Then, share the presentation
with the students in your class.

Digital
Activity

Ask each student to create their own slide to present to the class toward the end of the class
period.
Have them pick the following using “The Next Level” section, the college list and the degree
directory:
1. Type of higher education they want to pursue after high school
2. Major/degree they want to pursue
3. Job they want to get using that degree
BONUS: Complete the Lifestyle Calculator Game under “Quick Assignments” and tie
students’ results into their Slide Presentation

Give time parameters for completing this task (in class or as homework). When they’re
done, give each student a chance to briefly present their slide—explaining what they want to
accomplish in the future and why.
Note: Project could be expanded into full slideshows by each student over the course two to
three days of class.

IN-CLASS ACTIVITY OR HOMEWORK

WHEN I GROW UP, I WANT TO BE A…
CREATING A DREAM JOB MOOD BOARD
Utilizing the free design tools on canva.com or the Canva app, ask students
to create a dream job “mood board.” Inspired by our cover story about
chasing your childhood dreams (spotlighting the jobs of teachers,
veterinarians, police officers, chefs, artists, doctors and firefighters), ask
each student to create a one-page mood board with an image of their
dream job.
Encourage students to be creative and have fun with this project. Have them include graphics
representing what they think this career looks like at work and the lifestyle that comes with it.
They can include text highlighting salary, college type, degrees and the like, or take an artistic/
abstract approach.
Have each student present and explain their mood board to the class; display the pages on
a large screen or print them out for all to appreciate.

IN-CLASS ACTIVITY OR HOMEWORK

E-GRATITUDE
Ask each student to draft an email to their favorite teacher, a teacher that
means the most to them, a teacher who inspired them or any educator who
has made a difference in their lives.
Ask students to volunteer to read their emails out loud to the class—their
words demonstrating just how impactful and meaningful the work of a teacher is.
When it’s time to move on from sharing, ask students if they would consider a career in
teaching.
How did they feel about the career before the email exercise and how do they feel after it?
Finally, encourage each student to send their email, if able, to show their appreciation. Offer
to help students send them if need be.

IN-CLASS ACTIVITY OR HOMEWORK

SCAVENGER HUNT: ANSWER KEY
1. 3,000 (page 25)

19. Answers will vary from pages 76-77.

2. Teachers (page 25)

20. Answers will vary from page 87.

3. $48,090 (page 25)

21. Agriculture (page 86)

4. Answers will vary from page 26.

22. Bachelor’s (four-year), associate (two-year), transfer
and graduate degrees; bonus for listing certificates,
apprenticeship, or on-the-job training from Arkansas
NEXT: PROS.

5. Answers will vary from the list on page 28.
6. 2,760 (page 30)
7. 8% (page 30)
8. Answers will vary from the list on page 33.
9. Lyon College in Little Rock (page 34)
10. True (page 35)
11. True (page 35)
12. Answers will vary from page 37.
13. 16 years (page 39)
14. Three; bonus point for mentioning the
soon-to-be Alice L. Walton School of Medicine
(page 39)
15. Payment history, amounts owed, length of
credit history, new credit, and credit mix (page
69)
16. Answers may quote or paraphrase the
definition found on page 63.
17. Answers will come from pages 58 and
59.
18. Answers will vary from page 73.

23. Answers will vary from page 60.
24. Answers will vary from page 66.
25. Collect completed surveys from students.

QUICK ASSIGNMENTS WITH CLASS DISCUSSION
PLAY THE GAME

LIFESTYLE CALCULATOR
Take the “lifestyle calculator” quiz on page 80.
Using the results on page 81, find the salary and careers that match your total points.
Write down your results.
Next, choose one or more occupations you might consider in order to earn this salary.
In one to two paragraphs, share what you think about your results. Questions to consider:
• Did the cost of your dream
lifestyle surprise you?
• Why did you pick that
occupation?
• What lifestyle do you picture
for yourself 10 years from
now?
• Will that occupation get you
to that 10-year plan?
• Now that you see what it
takes to pay for your dream
lifestyle, are you willing to
sacrifice any luxuries? Or are
you motivated to work even
harder to make sure you
earn enough?
Discuss the results as a class.

QUICK ASSIGNMENTS WITH CLASS DISCUSSION

BELL RINGER FUN
Students: Play the “board game” on page 68.
How did you do? What did you learn?
Discuss quietly in small groups for about five minutes.
Next, if phones are allowed in your class, scan one of the QR codes on the game board.
Write down three things you found interesting from the game and from the information you
discovered after scanning the QR code.
Teachers: Ask for volunteers to share their three things or ask students to turn in their notes for
review.

QUICK ASSIGNMENTS WITH CLASS DISCUSSION

HIGH SCHOOL TO-DO LIST
Send your students to “The Ultimate High School To-do List” on pages 58-59.
Ask them to review the checklist for each grade level. No matter if they’re in eighth grade or a
senior, ask students to find one thing they started or completed and one thing they have not
done (but need to do this year).
Discuss answers informally as a class; use this time to suggest action items, and motivate them
to stay on track for graduation (no matter how far off it seems!).
Extra credit: Ask students if they’ve met with their guidance counselor recently and suggest that
those who haven’t schedule a visit soon.

QUICK ASSIGNMENTS WITH CLASS DISCUSSION

EXPLORE ARKANSAS NEXT: PROS
SECRET CALLING
Ask students to take the quiz on pages 118-119.
After they calculate their results, ask them to answer the following questions:
1. What jobs were you matched with?

2. Why do you think you were matched with them? Do you agree or disagree? Why?

3. Will you consider one of the jobs recommended as you plan for life after high school? Explain
your answer.

TRADITIONAL EDUCATION VS.
FAST-TRACK INTO THE WORKFORCE
Assign students time to flip through Arkansas
NEXT and NEXT: PROS. Ask them to hone
in on the different higher education options
presented in the magazines.
When time is up, have students create two
pros and cons lists—one for the traditional
route (four-year college or more) and
another for the non-traditional route (twoyear degrees, technical training, and
certifications).
Have students personalize the pros and
cons as much as possible, then, ask for
volunteers to share their lists with the class.
Discuss as a group.

